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DUALITY THEOREMS FOR REGULAR HOMOTOPY

OF FINITE DIRECTED GRAPHS. (")

RIASSUNTO. - Dati uno spazio topo logico normale e numerabilmente

paracompatto S ed un grafo finito ed orientato G si prova che tra

"gli insiemi Q(S,G) e Q (S,G) delle classi di o-omotopia e di

o"-omotopia esiste una biiezione naturale. Nelle stesse condizioni,

se S' è un sottospazio chiuso di S e G' un sottografo di G, esiste

ancora una biiezione naturale tra gli insiemi Q(S,S';G,G') e

Q"(S,S';G,G') delle classi di omotopia. si mostra infine che •1-n con-
dizioni meno restrittive per lo spazio S le precedenti biiezioni

possono non sussistere.

IN'I~ODUcrION

In the extension from the undirected graphs to the directed ones, we have ~

DOssible definitions of regular function. In fact, given a tooological space S

and a finite directed graph G, a nmction f: S -+ G is called
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of seeing if, under suitable conditions far the space S, the o-horrotcpy and

the o'-horrotopy get to coincide necessarily, i.e. if there exists a natural

bijection between the sets of horrotopy classes Q(S,G) and Q'(S,G). As we

observed in [ 2 l , by the Duality Principle the o-horrotopy and o'-horrotopy are

interchanged by replacing the graph G by the dually directed graDh G'; thus
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we can identify the four sets Q(S, (;) ,

,
sarre t:ure.

•Q (S,G), •Q(8,G ), . ')Q (8,a at the

Briefly we show how to solve the foregoing stateJl'ents. In Part one , at first,

we just consider functions and horrotopies that are completely roeguÙI:t', Le.

without singularities; hence we examine the sets of cOll[)lete o-horrotoPy classes

Qc(S,G) and the ones of complete o'-hornotopy classes Q~0~,G). Then we obtain

some properties which characterize the regular and completely regular functions

(§ l) and we give the definition of pattern, by which we oonstruct a relation

frorn the set of completely o-regular functions to the one of cornpletely

o'-regular functions. Consequently, we have (§ 3) the Duality Theo:rern for

complete hornotopy classes (Theo:rern 9): "Theroe exists a naturoal bijection between

the sets or complete homotopy classes Q (S,G) and Q'(S,G)".
c c

Now we recall the results obtained in r31, Theorems 12, ~ 12', 16, 16':

i) If the soace S is normal ('), in every class of Q(S,G) (resp. Q'(S,G)) there

exists a completely o-regular (reso. o' -regular) function.

ii) If -SxI is nomal, two completely o-regular (resp.' completely o'-reglllar)

functions, which are hornotopic, are also completely hornotopic.

Hence i t follows (§ 4) that if 8 and SxI'are nomal spaces, there exis1:s a

natural bijection frorn Q (S,G) to Q(8,G,I and from Q'(S,G) to Q'(8,G). From here
c c

and Theorem 9 the Duality Theorem follows. Now; f we reC'.all that a normal space

S such that the prur'lct SxI is no:rnB.l, is said a countably paroacompact noromal

(') l,e distinguish between norrnal space and TIl-space, acoording to whether i t is

a T2-space or noto



space (see [ 121, pp.168-l69) we can enunciate the Duality Theorem (Theorem

11): "If S is a countabZy paroacompaot normaZ space, then there ~sts a natur>aZ

bijeotion from Q(S,G) to Q·(S,G)".

In Part ~ we consider the sarre oroblem for couoles of topologìcal soaces

(S, S ' ) _and of directed graphs (G, G ' ) • That is not a trivial generalization of

Part one, because new difficulties rise. In general, indeed;_ we car.not construct

patterns of completely o-regular functions, then we rrnst add the further

condition that the completely regular functions are ba1.anced in S' as regards S

O 5), Le. such that for aH x' E S', for a11 v E G, x' E f-1(v) implies that

-1
x r E f (v) () S r • Thus we can repeat the construction of patterns -(§ 6).

A second difficulty rises in that the so constructed patteITlS are not in general

balanced functions. Hence we rrnst choose as subspace S' an open subspace (§ 7)

and under this condition the duality for complete horrotopy is solved.

Unfortunately we cannot deduce the Duality Theorem since the Normalization

Theorems proved in [ 3 J for S and ,c:xI normal spaces hold only if S' is a closed

set. We eli'l!inate this last difficulty(§ 8,9) by considering the ilEoreasin(fly fil

troated set of open subsoaces including S r and the induotive Zimit af the functions

balanced in any open neighbourhood of S'. Thus by proceeding as in Part ane

we obtain the Duality Theorem (Theorem 32): "If S is a oountabZy paroacompaot

noromaZ spaoe and S' a cZosed subspace of S, then there exists a natuPaZ bijeotion

from the set of o-homotopy cZasses Q(S,S';G,G') to the one of o'-homotopy

classes Q'(S,S' ;G,G') tI.

In § 11 we generalize the Duality Theorem to the case of (n+1)-tuples af

topological spaces and af (n+1)-tuples af graphs. In § 12 we abtain the Duality

Theorem far absoZute and relative homotopy g'l"oups and we- orovethat- the--natural

bijectians are isorrorohisms. At last in § 13 we give some counterexamoles and

among these we r€'.rrart: 13.4 and 13.5 which show that under weaker conditions

far the soace S (quasi compact, T
O

but not Tl:) the t= Dualitv TheoI'e1llS da not

hold.
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O) Baakground.
------------------------

Graphs and their subsets. (See [ 2] § l; r 3J § 1).

Let G be a finite direated graph.

If v, w are t= vertices of C, we use the symbol v ... w (resp. v + w) to denote

that vw is (resp. ;s oot) a directed edge of C. If v ... ùJ, we call v a predeaessor

of w and w a suaaessor of v.

The graph c* with the sarre vertices of C and such that (u'" v in C) .. (v ... u

in C*), is called the duaUy direated graph as regards C. (H C =G~, Le. if for

alI v,w E C we have (v ... w) .. (w ... v), the graph is called undireated).

Let X be a non-eJJ1Dty subset of C. A vertex of X is called a head (reso. a

tail) of X in C, if it is a oredecessor (reso. a successor) of all the other

vertices of X. We denote by 8C(X) (resp. TG(X)) or, simDly, bv 8(7) (reso. T(X))

the set of the heads (reso. tails) of X in C. If H(X) t ~ (resp. T(X) t 0), X is

called headed (reso. tail-ed); otherwise, X is called non-headed (reso. non-tailed)

Finally, X is called totally headed (resp. totall~ tailed), if all the non-empty

subsets of X are headed (resp. tailed). H X is a singleton, we ag:ree to say that

X is headed.

Regular and aompletely regular funations. (See [ 21 § 1,[ 31 § 2).

Let S be a topologiaal spaae.

Given a function f: S'" C from S to C, we denote by caoital letter V the set of

aH the f-ccunterimages of v E C, and ; f we want to e!Pphas ize the function f, we

. f f-1 ( )wrlte v = v .

A function f: S ... C is called o-regular (resp. o*-regular.), if for aH v,w F C

such tOOt v t w and v + w, i t is V (' W = 0 (reso ii' () w = ~).

Let I = [0,11 be the unit interval in Rl . Two o-regular (reso. o*-regular)

functions f,g: S ... C are called o-homotopia (resp. o*-homotopia), if there exists

an o-regular (resp. o*-regular) function F: SxI'" G, such that Nx,O) = f(x) and

F(x, l) = g(x), for alI x E S. The o-regular (reso. 0* -regular) function F is



called an o-homotoPtt Creso. o"-homotopy) between f" and g. The O-hOlIOtODV Crespo

o"-hollOtopy) is an equivalence relation and we denote by Q(S,C) Crespo Q"(S,C)

the set of o-honntopy Crespo O'-holIOtOOY) classes. We note that Q' (S,C) coincides

with Q(S,C"} and Q"(S,C") with Q(S,C}.

OOALITY PRINCIPLE: - Every t1'Ue proposition in which appear the concepts of

headed set, taiZed set, o-reguZ~:~, o'-reguZarity, o-homotopt{, o'-homotoPt{,

OCS,G), O'CS,G), remains true i! the concepts of headed set and taiZed set,

o-reguZarity and o'-regularity, o-homotopy and o"-homotopy, OC8,(,;) and O"CS,G),

are interchanged throught the statement of the proposition.

Given an o-regular Creso. o"-regular) function :f: S .... C, a n-tuole X = {VI"'"

Vn}' Cn;.2) is called a singu rari tt{ of f if:

i) X is non-headed Crespo non-tailed):

ii)~() ... ()~f.~.

An o-regular Cresp. o" -regular) function .f: s .... C frum S to C is called

compZeteZy o-reguZar Cresp. compZeteZI1 o"-reguZar ), or simpIy c.o-regular Crespo

c.o'-reguZar), if there are no singularities of f. CIf the graoh C is undirected,

then aH the singularities are couoles and the c.regular functions are called

strongZy reguZar functions).

Functions between pairs. CSee r 21 §5,r 31 §2).

Let S' be a subspace of S and G' a subgraph of G.

A funetion f: S~S' .... C,C' is caHed o-regular Creso. o'-regular) ;f both f: S .... C

and i ts restrietion f' = f I S,: S' .... C' are o-regular Creso. o" -regular)

functions.

Two o-regular Crespo o" -regular) functions !,g: S,S' .... C,C'are called o-homo

topic Crespo o"-homotopic), if there exists an o-regular Crespo o" -regular)

hollDtopy F: SxI, S'xI .... G,C', between f and g. The O-hOlIOtOpy Creso. O"-holIOtopy)

is an equivalence relation and we denote by Q(S,S';C,C') Crespo Q (S,S'.;G,C')) the
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set of o-homotopy (resp. o"-homotopy) aZasses. We note that Q'(8,8':8,8')

coineides with Q(8,8',8', G'") and Q(8,8';8,8') with Q"(8,8':8",8").

A fillletion f: S,S' -+ G,G' is called a.o~r>eguZar (resp. a.o'-reguZar) if both

f: S -+ G and f': S' -+ G' are e.o-regular (resp. e.o'-regular) funetions.

As before, the DuaUty Prine:ipZe ho1ds for fillletions between pairs.

Main resuUs of [ 2J , [3J .

R:
a

XCG- 1:S totaUy headed, iff it is totaUy taiZed. (8ee r 3J ,Proposition 4).

If S is a normaZ topoZogiaaZ spaae and S' is a aZosed subspaae of S, we have:

~: (T'ne first N:Jrna1ization Th=oremL Let f: 8 -+ r, (resp. f: 8,8' -+ 8,G') be

an o-regular funation. Then ther>e exists a a.o-reguZar funation, o-homotopia to

f. (See [ 31 , Theorems 12, 15).

Re: (Extension Theorem between ooirs). Let f: S,S' -+ 8,8' be an o-reguZar funation.

Then there exist a aZosed neighbourhood \.! of S' and an o-reguZar funation g: 8,8'

-+ 8,8', whiah is o-homotopia to f and suah that the funation g: 8,\.! -+ 8,8' is

o-reguZar, i.e. g(U) ~ 8' and the restriation g: U -+ 8' of g to 1J is o-r>eguZar.

(8ee [ 2J , Theorem 20).

Rd:In the aonstruation of Re' if there exist n vertiaes P1, ... ,Dn E 8 and m vertf
- -""""'ff :rr

aes ql""'C1m E G', suah that pi n ... n p~ n Qi n ... n Qm = dJ, then aZso it
- - - 7-

foUows 1 n ... n ~ n Q~ n ... n o! = d>. SimiZarZy, from Pi n ... n P~ n X = dJ
-- -

it resuUs ·1 n .•. n ~ n 1) = d>. (8ee f 21 , Corollary 21).

l'breover, if SxI is normal , then i t results:

R : (The firstNorna1ization Theorem for horrotoDiesL Let f,g: 8 -+ 8 (resp. f,g:e

8,8' -+ G,8') be two o-homotopia a.o-reguZar funations. .Then, betù'een the .runations

f and g, there aZso exists an o-homotopy, whiah is a a.o-reguZar funat1:on. (See [31,

Thecrem 16).

By Duality Prineiple, the results dua1 to the previous ones are also true.


